FUGRO
RAILDATA SMART TAMP
Fugro Smart Tamp represents a world-first for track maintenance. Fugro applies high quality geodetic track data,
collected at regular intervals, so that track maintenance can be executed efficiently and safely for all lines. Smart
Tamp provides up to millimetre precise track geometry data, with a higher density compared to alternative types
of track survey. Our track corrections that get fed into the tamper, are combined with absolute track geometry
information and lead to better aligned track.
INTRODUCING A NEW TAMPING
METHOD

forces and ultimately reduces maintenance
costs for track and train operators.

Currently, performing mm-level accurate
geodetical track survey on a regular basis
over an entire rail network is nearly
impossible using traditional methods.
Most maintenance companies therefore
rely on either reference geometry or
absolute track geometry principles,
which either means a track with a shorter
lifespan, or heavier costs and safety
constraints. Fugro has developed a
distinctive service to overcome the
disadvantages of both these approaches.
Fugro’s new Smart Tamp method provides
insights into maintaining track geometry
that will reduce dynamic rolling stock

Fugro Smart Tamp is a new ‘design first’
tamping method that relies on an
independent track baseline, upon which
changes are automatically calculated using
accurate and actual track information
collected with Fugro’s RILA survey system.
The data is be used to identify where
maintenance is required with the approved
adjustments uploaded in the computers
of on-track maintenance equipment; and
ultimately used to check that track changes
are implemented correctly. The method has
been provento improve track alignment and
quality over the pre-intervention track in

BENEFITS
■

■

■

■

Greater tamping efficiency with
2-3% higher network uptime due
to shorter planned maintenance
windows
More sustainable whole-life
geometry and increased track
quality, which ultimately reduces
maintenance costs and improves
safety
No boots on ballast, objective
measurement of previous
tamping work
Predictive track maintenance
through quick, quality and
regular survey provides annual
maintenance cost reduction
up to 30%*
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comparison with the current convention
of 5 to 10 metre intervals or automated
tamping (smoothing). By applying the
design in a more controlled manner,
the machine makes fewer interpolation
calculations between the design points,
which results in a significantly better
implemented design.

HIGHER NETWORK UPTIME &
MAINTENANCE EFFICIENCY
On an average track maintenance window
of four hours, programming the tamping
machine with the right track correction
information would take up to an hour.
As we are now able to feed Smart Tamp
intelligent data straight into your tamper’s
guidance computer, all programming time
is saved and the machine can correct an
additional 25% of track distance per
possession. Apart from improving tamping
efficiencies, the surface profile can be used
to accurately determine the tonnages of
ballast needed to achieve the designed
track lift and determine if, after the lift, the
ballast profile is still within specification.
This significantly reduces the potential for
the track lift not being achieved due to
a lack of ballast on the site and avoids
locations being over ballasted.

PLUG-AND-PLAY GEODETIC
TRACK DATA
Smart Tamp extends the capabilities of
Fugro’s RILA technology which makes use
of in-service passenger trains to survey the
network at line speed and generates high
accuracy geodetic track data. This survey
system neither requires personnel on track,
nor a dedicated measurement train. It
significantly improves network uptime
and increases safety by reducing the
requirements for boots on ballast. RILA
offers a single highly accurate 3D digital

Approved track correction data is uploaded directly to the computers of on-track maintenance equipment

model of the infrastructure from which
separate datasets can be extracted
including absolute track geometry,
alignments, heights and staggers, relative
track geometry parameters, automated
tamping data input and gauging profiles.
It offers significant cost savings, safety
benefits and helps you to have full control
over the rail network.

LONGER LIFESPAN OF RAIL
ASSETS
In addition to tamping information, the
simultaneously collected point clouds,
imagery and video can be used for other
rail maintenance aspects. The frequently
updated data is presented in a highly
detailed digital twin of the track and its
surrounding corridor, accessible in any
location though a web-based portal.
RailData’s digital twin allows you to import
any type of dataset and perform asset
management on the entire rail network.
By monitoring the status of all assets within
the rail corridor and performing timely
maintenance, a new level of cost-efficiency
can be achieved. Reduced wear and tear
of track and rolling stock allows for reduced
renewal and maintenance-cost reduction
up to 30%.

RailData Smart Tamp doesn’t require personnel
on track, nor a dedicated measurement train

THE FUGRO DIFFERENCE
Fugro’s vison is to create a safe and
liveable world by shaping innovative digital
technologies into integrated solutions for
our clients. We’re committed to develop
and add remotely operated systems and
technologies to our operations and provide
you with detailed insights that improve the
lifespan of your assets. Allowing you to
gain full control of the network while jointly
making a growing contribution to the safer
and more sustainable operation and
maintenance of the world’s railways.
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* A study by Misaharin and Rozenberg in 2017
(commissioned by the European Railway Review) of
JSC Russian Railways has determined the following
cost savings can be realised when absolute track
position is maintained: design 15%; ballast 5%;
tamping 30%; and 10-20% on track maintenance
due to reduced dynamic forces.
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